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Abstract 

Autonomous cars are finally here, and how they are deployed will change how we get around 
forever. According to Business Insider headline in 2016, 10 million autonomous cars will be 
on the road by 2020. Those declarations were accompanied by announcements from Tesla, 
General Motors, Google’s Waymo, Toyota, and Honda that they’d be making autonomous cars 
by 2020. However, the year is coming to an end and autonomous cars are not popularize. 
Despite extraordinary efforts from many of institutes, centres, and leading scholors in artificial 
intelligence (AI) technology, fully autonomous cars are still out of reach by the end of this year. 
What happened? One of the most key problems is reliability, AI technologies still faces many 
practical challenges especial on environment perception in complex traffic scenes, tasks or 
adverse weather. İn addition, AI-based technology needs for lots of training data and then to 
derive valid environmental perception results and to teach the computer good driving behavior. 
However, collecting some events data are not easy, because of these situations are infrequently 
encountered in its training data.  
 

In this speech, I am going to present some new trends of 
environment perception and control strategy technologies and 
applications for autonomous car. 
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